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The Land is Ready & Waiting
for your visit this year!

Gathering Schedule remaining in 2016 @ Folleterre
July 22 – 29
Summer Community Week
July 30 – 31
The Great Circle
August 1 – 10
The Summer Gathering
August 21 – 27 Tantrastic Gathering
October 19 – November 2 LumberJanes

Other Gatherings in Europe
August 2 – 30 Eurofaeries at the Rainbow Gathering – The Alps
August 31 – September 4 Waterlilies Gathering – Hungary
October 18 – 27 Albion Featherstone Samhain Gathering – UK

Notes from the Garden
By Walnut
Humulus Lupulus, Common Hops, or Houblon,
is one of the great herbs found throughout the
Northern Hemisphere. Its latin name, meaning
“earth wolf” refers to the (incorrect) idea that the
vine smothers other plants as it grows. And how it
grows! Always up, up, up to the sky.

Hops Planted at Spring Community
Week Last year
In 2015 this hops was Asleep
In 2016 this hops is going to Creep
In 2017 this hops will Leap!

Hops is part of the small Genus of plants the
Cannabaceae, which might sound familiar to you
because this family of plants has many members
that have been used by humans for millennia. In
return for the gifts of these plants, humans have
spread hops around the globe and incorporated
hops into the recipes, medicine, and the regional
folklore of many cultures.
As a bitter herb, the sticky resinous cones
surrounding f lowers of female plans are most
useful. (Yes, this plant is gendered! Individual
plants are either male or female—but females are
preferred.) As a medicinal herb, hops is
associated with sleep and even reduction of
libido. But mostly we encounter hops as a
bittering, f lavoring, and preservative agent for
beer.
Hops are amazing chemical factories, producing
a variety of useful complex organic chemicals
with different properties. Now we have
vocabulary to describe this, but even ancient
people were well aware of the powers of this
plant, even devoting gods to the plant, or the
action of beer brewing, or sometimes both! The
oldest written beer recipe is found in a beautiful
poem dedicated to the Sumerian goddess of
brewing, Ninkasi:
“You are the one who holds with both hands
the great sweet wort,
Brewing [it] with honey and wine
(You the sweet wort to the vessel)
Ninkasi”

Sadly, ancient beer recipes probably did not
contain Hops (or at least, there is no written
evidence for it).
The use of Hops in beer f irst appears in the
writing of a Carolingian Abbot in France in 822
AD, later followed by...

...the ecstatic visionary Abbess Hildegard
von Bingen, who wrote of its ”melancholic”
and “antibacterial” properties in drinks:
““[The hop plant] is warm and dry, and has moderate
moisture, and is not very useful in benef iting man,
because it makes melancholy grow in man and
makes the soul of man sad, and weighs down his
inner organs. But yet, as a result of its own bitterness
it keeps some putrefactions from drinks, to which it
may be added, so that they may last so much longer”

Photo by Wood Pigeon: The 2015 Beltane pole a few days before it was replaced in May

Spring Gatherings Report
By Wood Pigeon
Faeries arrived for community week and were greeted by glorious weather and an
abundance of beautiful life on the land. There was a very gentle and harmonious energy
during this gathering as we were guided by the hard work that walnut had already done
in preparing for the tasks ahead, even though he could not make it. Many thanks to
Walnut for the generosity of his time and enthusiasm towards caring for our sanctuary.
The weather began to turn towards the end of the community week and as people began
to arrive for Beltane the rain came.
Unbelievably we then had three days of heavy snow and over 30 faeries staying in the
barn.

Photo by Wood Pigeon: Even a Princess needs to remember a
warm jacket and sleeping bag when she visits Folleterre in
Spring & Autumn!

We were quite surprised at this turn of events yet still carried on with the
preparations for the Beltane celebration which was supported beautifully by
Foxie Deux Milles whose energy for this occasion was unwavering.
During the Beltane ritual whilst we danced around the newly acquired
maypole we even had some pleasant weather and the weaving of the ribbons
boded well for the year ahead of our community.
Special thanks to our wonderful kitchen goddess hyacinth who kept us well
fed and looked after during the week :D
During Beltane we had a few meetings of the Steward Circle which were
productive and fun.
After this there was a week of the stillness gathering with 20 faeries present
on the land for an intimate peaceful and present experience. We shared in
each other's practices from yoga, eye gazing, took meditation walks up to the
lake, had noble silences, heart circles and more. We were very lucky to have
Sexual as our kitchen goddess who set the tone for each day by creating such
a calm and loving presence in the kitchen each morning.
The weather was glorious sunshine for the whole week. We were blessed.
Many faeries worked with love on the land caring for the meadows, trees and
garden. Personally it was beautiful to witness the changes that took place at
our sanctuary over those three weeks and I felt very honoured to be a part of
each of those gatherings. Thank you to all the faeries who came, shared their
hearts and nurtured our home, especially the organizers Foxie de Mille and
Mushroom.
-Wood Pigeon, 06/2016

Photo by Wood Pigeon

Notes from the Land

The Spring may have been a little late
arriving this year, but the low green grass
revealed a welcome surprise after snow.
Hundreds and hundreds of baby trees
lovingly cared for by faeries, with
biodegradable mats at LumberJanes and
other Community Weeks in 2015!
Photos below Are by Junis who visited
the 2016 Spring Community Week and
shared online, as always, many beautiful
photos with us.

Left: Good work on
les Petits Fruits
below the vegetable
garden! They were
groaning with fruit in
June!
Right: Anemone
nemorosa carpets the
floor of our former
Ash plantation

New Faerie Soap

One small new development at Folleterre in
2016 is the debut of Faeirie Soap.
In June some faeries did a small soapmaking workshop, and produced 10 liters
of very concentrated soap for Faeries to
use on their hands. Diluted 1:5, this means
50L of good quality soap for use!
The new Faerie soap is 100% natural, 100%
biodegradable, 100% safe for the land,
100% faerie made, and 100% made at
Folleterre.
Some of you may already be familiar with liquid “Castile”or “Aleppo” soap, adored by Hippies
everywhere, and sold in some places under the name “Dr. Bronner's” (famous for both its quality and verbose
label). Since Dr. Bronner's is not available in France, and bio-soap in France is ordinarily very expensive, our
recipes are relatively similar in their composition and properties, without the fancy bottles or high cost.
Soap-making is not complicated, but takes a just little bit of knowledge and a little bit of experience. So just
let us know if you are interested in learning the art of Soap-making and we will co-organize another soapmaking workshop,! Soap is Very Exciting Stuff!
If you like our new faerie soap, let us know which one as we refine our recipe to be even better for faerie needs!
Which scent do you like best? Peppermint? Rosemary Laurel? Lavender Cedar? ….let us know after your next
hot shower on the land!

2016: A new year, a new look!
Visit www.eurofaeries.eu to see the newly refreshed website of the Eurofaeries.
Wait? Are you asking yourself the obvious question? Why is there still a Eurofaeries website if
the Eurofaeries Foundation has been absorbed into the stewardship of Folleterre?
Good Question! There are three reasons.
1) www.eurofaeries.eu receives lots of visitors, so we want to make sure it exists for new faeries
to easily find us!
2) The Eurofaeries are not gone! The Eurofaeries Stewards have pledged to maintain support
for the goals of the Eurofaeries Foundation, including promoting their activity online.
3) Because eurofaeries.eu will serve as an experimental platform for the creation of online faerie
space.
We are just now at this very moment getting this exciting project going. For years, faeries have
been asking for a totally private space to share their stories and photos online. Though many
faeries now use Facebook, for many (good!) reasons, including FB censorship, many faeries
choose not to use Facebook and miss out on lots of beautiful sharing. In our own space online,
we are both free to do anything we want and also have beter control of our privacy.
If you are interested in participating in our new Online Faerie Space, please email:

info@eurofaeries.eu

And we will instantly create your account so you can immediately start experimenting with our
new playground online!

Meet Corinne

There is some Great news to report at Folleterre. Our immediate neighbor at #37,
Corinne, has just opened her new GuestHouse/B&B. Corinne, in addition to running
her guest-house and caring for a whole menagerie of animals, is a super-great person
and a welcome new neighbor to (and part of!) our community. You should look forward
to meeting her! And if absolute comfort is your style, consider renting a room from
Corinne on your next visit to a gathering at Folleterre.
Mysty our land-resident of 2016, has recently conducted an interview with Corinne, to
splash the intimate details of her life all over our fabulous faerie newsletter! Find out
more below!
“I recently met with our new neighbour Corinne over a glass of Elderf lower water and asked her a bit about
herself so we would all get to know her that way…. We sat against her glorious house with views stretching for
miles and goats coming to cuddle up to us, a huge bird f lying overhead and her dog looking at us lovingly…
Miss-T”
Miss T: Hello Corrine!
Corinne: Hello Miss T!
T: Thanks for being our wonderful new
neighbour!!
C: Well, it just happened like that ha ha ha!
T: If you had a fairy name what would it be?
C: Awwwwwwww! I hadn’t thought of that!
I will need to get back to you about this!
T: Have you got any animals n your farm?
C: Yes I do!! 38 in total! Some cows and
their calves, 2 horses, 4 goats, hens and
a coq, birds, 8 cats, 1 dog
T: A few ticks?
C: Ha ha ha I haven't had that many yet! They usually remain on the animals!
T: How would you describe life at your farm?
C: Busy! ha ha ha! Even busier at the moment organising things for the B&B and I only moved here
last September, constructing and organising things for the animal.
T: Do you feel at home here?
C: I definitely do yes. It’s like my little paradise, it’s what I was looking for, to have enough land for the
animals, to be a bit out of society and create my own world so people who come to my place WANT
to come to my place…
T: And it’s worth the trip!
C: I'’d say so! The views are incredible!

T: What’s your educational and professional background?
C: I have a masters degree in Germanistics, Anglistics and
Medieval History, more specifically on Gender and Queer
Medieval and Literature History. I’ve been working the last
5 years as a teacher for high school kids in switzerland…
I lived for three years in Italy and did all sorts of job because
after three years I usually look for another challenge.
T: Did you know anything about the Faeries before moving
here.
C: No I didn’t!! The first weekend after I signed the contract
some other neighbours passed by and visited and one of the
first thing they asked was “Do you know about Folleterre?
They are all gay there, but very nice people!”
T: I understand you are Swiss, have you got any special tips
to make these wooden clogs more comfortable?
C: Ha ha ha ha ha They are not swiss, they are from Holland
ha ha ha
T: Ooooops Silly me! How about stiletto hills?
C: Well when you climb up to the monument it’s difficult ha ha
ha! But I have seen some faeries doing it ha ha ha!!!
T: Who is your ideal woman and why?
C: Wow… My ideal woman…. I can just talk about
characteristics that are important to me: Tolerance,
independence, open minded and open hearted,
intelligence, I need some
constant stimulation for my
brain, older than me because I’ve already lived so many lives…
T: How are the works going at your house?
C: The rooms for the bnb are nearly ready, electricity is in,
plumbing almost there, I still need to furnish and that’s it….
T: How many beds will you have
C: 3 rooms designed for 2 people in each with possibilities
of adding additional mattress and as I have seen at
Folleterre Faeries seem rather flexible with their sleeping
arrangement…. They will have their own bnb bathroom,
showers and separate toilet, a kitchen area and a lounge
in the open barn.
T: When do you open?
C: Planning a launch on 10th July, Faeries are welcome
and to this mixed crowd event with family and friends and
everyone bringing a dish and a drink.

T: Will you be serving Swiss Chocolate and Fondue for your bnb breakfast guests?
C: If that’s what people require I can do that but it will be more along the line of muesli and stuff like
that
T: what’s your star sign?
C: Pisces
T: What’s your animal spirit?
C: No idea
T: What’s your favorite colour?
C: Blue
T: What colour are your eyes?
C: Blue I suppose
T: What’s your favorite food?
C: Shrimps I think
T: What’s your favorite drink?
C: Vodka
T: What’s your musical style?
C: 80’s and Im a big fan of Barbara Streisand
and gianna Nannini…
T: You’re going to make a lot of faery friends who love Barbara Streisand I think!
C: I Love her! I even bought this crazy 900 swiss francs to see her in Zurich, and I knew
it was possibly her last europe tour, I was in the tenth row!
T: Almost touching her toes!!!
C: Yes! ha ha ha it was wonderful
T: Best Holiday destination?
C: At home!
T: Favorite tree?
C: Cherry tree
T: Favorite Movie?
C: Barbara Streisand’s Yentl
T: Have you got any tattoos?
C: Yes I do!
T: You do!!???!! Where?
C: Just one on my right shoulder, it is
the name of my first dog who was called Mara.
You can contact Corinne to book B&B rooms at 37 route de la Montagne in Ternuay by email at
corinne@leisi.net

A brief update on Faerie Sex Magick
By Hyacinth, speaking for myself only
Folleterre has now offered the Faerie Sex Magick workshop three times: in 2013,
2014, and 2016. I participated in it at Folleterre in 2014 and 2016..
Faerie Sex Magick (FSM) is a week-long workshop about intimate touch that was
developed in the 1990’s and 2000’s by the faeries at the Wolf Creek Sanctuary in the US.
It involves a lot of activities, including heart circle, rituals, heart circle, exercises, heart
circle, eating meals together, and… more heart circle. It’s a simple process that has
touched so many faeries, helping us to go deeper into issues around intimacy and
connection than we can at a gathering.
Without getting into details, there was an explosion centered on Folleterre offering
FSM in late 2014 and early 2015, which I believed (and still believe) had more to do with
power, communication, and decision-making process issues than it had to do with FSM
itself. It created a lot of hurt and frustration and fear.
At the 2015 Great Circle, Silver hosted a forum for discussion and healing around
this issue. Thirty-ish faeries attended. No one in the room had a substantive objection to
FSM. Shares ranged mostly from strong support to “People don't have to go if they don't
like it.” What people really wanted to talk about, though, was all the f ighting and the
emails and the process issues.
The best resolution, it seemed, would be to deal with the underlying process
issues f irst and then address the concrete question of FSM itself. How can the
community’s concerns be expressed without stopping life at the sanctuary? Does
consensus mean that everyone has to like something for it to happen? And who is this
“everyone” in a community that def ies def inition??
This is part of why the Steward Circle adopted Sociocracy for decision-making;
even though the previous year’s Steward Circle reached consensus to offer FSM in 2015,
the process was messy and unsatisfactory so the decision wasn’t respected. Sociocracy
is a process involving clarity, information-gathering, and everyone's consent.
The autumn Steward Circle meeting, which I did not attend, passed the following
proposal:
Part of the mandate of the Steward Circle is to help faerie gatherings, workshops and events to be
held at Folleterre. The default position of the Steward Circle is therefore a yes to all faerie events.
The Steward Circle would only refuse or restrict a proposal for an event if they believe that it goes
against the goals and values of the sanctuary.

There is room to hear concerns about this workshop and about any gathering at
Folleterre, as there should be. Sociocracy gives us a process to discuss and address
those concerns.
FSM was in June at Folleterre. I was there, but I can’t say much about it since so
much of it is conf idential (heart circle rules). It rained a lot, but we had a few days of nice
weather. I had a transformative experience that I’m still processing. Walnut did an
absolutely amazing job cooking and taking care of practical matters. Mysty was on the
land being Mysty, and we had a short visit from a faerie and a visit from Corinne, the new
neighbor.
After it was all done, the stewards who were on the land had a meeting with Chas
to discuss Folleterre offering FSM next year – to see if Chas would be willing to help us
out yet again.
Of course Chas wants to. Like any faerie in this chaotic and loving community we
have at Folleterre, he has something wonderful, so he wants to share it.
*Putting on my Folleterre steward’s hat* I’ll be at the Great Circle and I’m ready to
hear concerns and talk about what can be done to address them. At FSM I worked on
listening better to other people’s desires and found joy in searching for that place where
people can say "yes" together, instead of shying away from conf lict and rejection..
There’s no reason to keep that energy out of the decision-making process at Folleterre.

Just what have the Stewards been doing this year?
By Hyacinth
One of my little projects before the Great Circle is a full report on the
Steward Circle's work this year. We have had a really good group of
stewards and our adoption of the Sociocracy for decision-making (see
Mushroom's article in the Spring 2016 newsletter) has helped us articulate
clear goals, get necessary commentary from stewards, and leave us with a
clear record of what's been decided.
Sociocracy uses proposals, clear statements describing what we want the
Steward Circle to do. Stewards who want a proposal to be approved work
to get the consent of the other stewards.
Proposals can be roughly divided into three categories: process (about how
we decide things ourselves), policy (about what we do at Folleterre), and
projects (about things we're working on that will create or restore something
physical at Folleterre).
I won't bore you all with process, but here are some of the policies and
projects we've been working on.
*Oh my goddesses, an Orchard – Richard and Walnut got the Steward Circle
to pass a proposal to rejuvenate the existing orchard along the trail from the
mailbox to the barn and to add more trees to it. Richard has already been
working to identify varieties and protect fruiting trees that are part of the
local region’s botanical heritage. This project should be done in 2 years.
*Online forums project – Walnut completely renovated the eurofaeries
website to be a faerie social media platform. It took a year for us to truly
understand that our online communication systems have fallen apart over the
last few years, and you will be able to sign up for these forums very soon.
*Statutes and Reglementation Interieur Project – Foxie and Hyacinth are
researching the two official rules documents of Les Amis de Folleterre, the
non-profit organization that owns Folleterre, to move to a “collegial”
style of organizing and to reduce the gap between what these documents say
we should be doing and what we are actually doing.

*Ponies on the Prairie – Our neighbors animals that need somewhere to graze,
and we have a prairie that needs to be grazed to maintain a diverse and healthy
ecosystem. Kisses and Hyacinth researched legal implications and found a
contract that would protect Folleterre's land rights.
*Water storage system – Dee Tale has been working on increasing our drinking water
storage capacity at Folleterre by adding another tank.
*Land management planning –Richard has put together a plan for the work to be done
this year and has been agitating for a long-term plan with community input.
Everything produced can be found in Dropbox or the wall in the Breezeway.
*The new Good Gathering Guide – Mushroom has been collecting information and
writing a new Good Gathering Guide so that organizers are less stressed and
gatherings go more smoothly. This project has mushroomed, but will finish soon.
*Archiving project – Walnut and Hyacinth have been saving documents scanning our
archives to keep them from being lost to humidity, fire, or faeries just losing things.
*Residency policy – Long-term residency was one of the original goals of Folleterre.
Residents could help the community so much, but there are risks involved as well, so
we're trying to put together a policy to refer to. Walnut had a proposal, Foxie
collected feedback, and all the stewards have been discussing this extensively
*A faerie almanac – Wouldn't it be nice to have a book that describes all the
maintenance work that needs to be done at Folleterre throughout the year, so that all
this information is in one place? Wood Pigeon has been collecting this information.
*Accessibility at Folleterre – Hyacinth has been collecting feedback about what we
could be doing to make Folleterre more accessible to faeries with disabilities, and to
keep that discussion from being entirely about wheelchairs. She has ideas! They will
be brought to the Great Circle!
*Quarry opposition – Many stewards have been involved with aspects of opposing the
proposed gravel quarry. Along with some non-stewards (Mysty and EW,
particularly), they have attended local resistance meetings, sent letters, and read
through long documents from the quarry company looking for ways to stop it.
This is just a sampling of the larger projects. Many stewards have been involved with
essential maintenance on the land, like buying and installing a new barrel for the
shower area, protecting baby trees so they're not overrun by brambles in the Meadow,
fixing the water pump on the well, organizing various rooms in the barn…. I have high
hopes for next year.

Rumor has it that 2016 is the year of planning for comfort at Folleterre. Lots and lots
of projects are materializing out of the aether..... but the nearest and dearest to our hearts after
a wet, cold, and icy, Beltane is the creation of cozy warm spaces for us to sleep (both alone,
and with each other—both in the Summer and the Winter)
In the long term there is a need to create such warm and cozy places throughout the
house.... but the timeline for budgeting and planning these projects is long. In the right now,
this year, we can pick the “lowest hanging fruit,” and make our existing warm, dry sleeping
room:
●
clean, sparkling, fresh, and renewed
●
have space for twice as many faeries (up to 8 or more)
●
as beautiful as our faerie creativity can imagine

Note: This is a sample idea of what the room might look like after renovation.
No designs have yet been completed or f inalized.

The Proposal:
In 2016 we will renovate the Hospitality suite so it is the most warm, welcoming, and
comfortable room for sleeping in the house in any weather, at all times of the year, including
winter.
The Timeline:
This is a call-out to interested and enthusiastic faeries to come together as a Project Team.
At the Summer Gathering, the annual auction will be used to raise funds for this special
comfort-focused project.
In September, the Project Team will share their ideas and then make very good
plans.
Before and during LumberJanes this year, we will order the materials and get building. By
2017, the Hospitality Suite will be the Luxury Faerie Experience at Folleterre!
The Budget:
Lumber for bunk beds 500 €
Hardware for bunks 200 €
Varnish for wood 50 €
8 high-quality solid-foam mattresses @ 100-140 € each = 1120
8 high-quality dust covers for mattresses @ 25€ each = 200
High-quality (washable) paint for all surfaces 150 €
Floating wood or cork f looring for smooth & washable surface (14 m3@ 20+€ /m3=280€)
Electrical conduit, wire, and outlets to totally renew and improve safety 200 €
(Optional) isolation for ceiling above the room and closet wall 200 €
Total: 2900 €
(please note: out of great budgetary caution, these are wild *over*estimations, it might be much less in the end
and we will strive for the best possible value with regard to price vs. quality)

Are you interested in increasing the comfort and beauty of the Hospitality Suite? Would
you like to contribute to the Design or Building of of the project? Would you like to join
the Project Team?
Would you like to donate money to help fund this comfort improving project?
If so, get in contact with a steward today!

In Memoriam. It is with
great sadness that we must
report the passing of Jackie
Monroe on May 6th. The
Amsterdam Faeries honored
Jackie with a heart circle
and ritual on may 14th.
Jackie Monroe was known
and loved by many faeries,
and we will always hold
him in our hearts.

Photos on this page by Bad Dog at the 2016 Stillness gathering
We hope to see your beautiful self at Folleterre very soon!

